Mandatory Waiting Periods Before Abortion and Sterilization: Theory and Practice

Abstract: Some laws insist on a fixed, compulsory waiting period between the time of obtaining consent and when abortions or sterilizations are carried out. Waiting periods are designed to allow for reflection on the decision and to minimize regret. In fact, the cognitive processing needed for these important decisions takes place relatively rapidly. Clinicians are used to handling cases individually and tailoring care appropriately, including giving more time for decision-making. Psychological considerations in relation to the role of emotion in decision-making, eg, regret, raise the possibility that waiting periods could have a detrimental impact on the emotional wellbeing of those concerned which might interfere with decision-making. Having an extended period of time to consider how much regret one might feel as a consequence of the decision one is faced with may make a person revisit a stable decision. In abortion care, waiting periods often result in an extra appointment being needed, delays in securing a procedure and personal distress for the applicant. Some women end up being beyond the gestational limit for abortion. Those requesting sterilization in a situation of active conflict in their relationship will do well to postpone a decision on sterilization. Otherwise, applicants for sterilization should not be forced to wait. Forced waiting undermines people’s agency and autonomous decision-making ability. Low-income groups are particularly disadvantaged. It may be discriminatory when applied to marginalized groups. Concern about the validity of consent is best addressed by protective clinical guidelines rather than through rigid legislation. Waiting periods breach reproductive rights. Policymakers and politicians in countries that have waiting periods in sexual and reproductive health regulation should review relevant laws and policies and bring them into line with scientific and ethical evidence and international human rights law.
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Introduction
Waiting (cooling-off or reflection) periods are time-periods during which a person can work through their decision-making process before committing to a final decision. They are designed to be “breathing spaces” during which no external pressure is applied, thus allowing for reflection and deliberation on what might otherwise be a hurried decision and the possibility of a change of mind.

Cooling-off periods apply in the sphere of consumer protection/rights. They allow for the consumer who might be being pressured/coerced into a purchase or has signed up to what will be a legally binding contract to reflect on their decision. During this statutory time-period (15 days in the European Union), they can take advice from someone they trust and, if they regret their decision, obtain a refund/cancel a signed contract.
This paper examines waiting periods in relation to abortion and sterilization. Imposed waiting times directly affect clinical practice and service delivery. With regard to abortion, more complex decision-making in second and third trimesters is not included in this paper. For most individuals globally, sterilization is considered to be permanent; access to reversal would be beyond their reach. The purpose of this paper is to explore how decisions are made and to determine whether waiting periods have beneficial or adverse effects on those making decisions about their reproductive lives.

The scope of this paper extends from psychological judgment and decision-making theory through enacted laws to the practical effects that waiting periods have on individuals and finally to human rights. No attempt is made to tackle the complexities of the social context in which decisions are made \(^1\) nor ethical implications in any depth.

Within this paper the term woman is used. However, it is important to acknowledge that it is not only people who identify as women who need access to reproductive health services in order to maintain their health and wellbeing. Delivery of healthcare must therefore be appropriate, inclusive and sensitive to the needs of those individuals whose gender identity does not align with the sex they were assigned at birth.

**Decision-Making**

**The Process and Its Timing**

Decisions about serious matters like sterilization and abortion are not taken lightly \(^2\) without some kind of deliberation on the part of those concerned. Indeed, people in such situations engage in substantial cognitive processing of their situation — eg, weighing-up the pros and cons of the options open to them \(^3\) — before they arrive at a decision. However, the majority of women surveyed in a study by Ashton reported deciding to have an abortion shortly after discovering they were pregnant \(^4\), suggesting that the decision-making process is quite quick. This rapidity does not preclude some quite detailed in-depth cognitive processing which has been shown to be engaged in, even under time pressure constraints. \(^5\) If decision-making about abortion and sterilization proceeds rapidly, it can mean that consulting a healthcare practitioner occurs after the decision has been made. Indeed, a sizeable majority of women sampled reported having made a decision to opt for abortion before seeing a doctor. \(^6\) It has been shown that women considering having an abortion report consulting approximately six other people, including friends, partners and medical professionals, before making their decision. \(^4\) Thus, talking to others such as family members \(^7,8\) seems to be an important factor in the decision-making process with respect to abortion. There is much more literature on decision-making before abortion than there is for sterilization. Although much of what is included below on decision-making probably applies to sterilization as well, the focus will be on how it applies to abortion.

There is extensive study and literature on how medical decisions are made in clinical consultations. Various frameworks for decision-making in medicine have been proposed. Healthcare professionals are now encouraged to involve patients more, facilitate their decision-making and share the decision(s) made. \(^9–11\) However, there appears to be nothing in these models about timing for patients — only time-pressures for clinicians.

**The Role of Emotion**

Given the nature of abortion, how people feel when faced with such challenging circumstances might well influence their decision-making. Indeed, studies have reported that women faced with an unintended pregnancy experience a range of emotions, \(^12\) typically negative, eg, shame and anger but also sometimes mixed with positive feelings, eg, pride and joy. \(^13\) Thus, there is a large emotional element to the process of deciding whether to have an abortion.

Psychological research suggests that decision-making in various domains such as gambling on horse races \(^14\) is influenced by emotion. For example, experiencing a positive emotional state has been found to result in less risky choices being made in gambling tasks because of not wanting to experience the negative feelings associated with losing money. \(^15\) Similarly, decision-making has been shown to differ across discrete negative emotions, with riskier decisions being associated with anger and risk-averse decisions with fear and sadness. \(^16\) Moreover, the same life events are perceived as entailing greater risk by research participants induced to feel angry than those induced to feel sad or fearful. \(^17\) Given the variety of emotions experienced by people making a decision about abortion, \(^13\) such psychological research can potentially enhance our understanding of the subject.

It is important to note, though, that risk is conceptualised in the psychological decision-making literature as essentially entailing winning or losing something and so...
is not the same as in the medical sphere where risk is typically viewed as the threat to health or life that medical procedures entail. Moreover, in the psychological literature, risk is viewed as not only applying to the decision-making activity under consideration — eg, a gambling task — but also having the potential to impact upon other areas of decision-makers’ lives. An example would be the risk to one’s financial lifestyle of losing a large amount of money due to taking a chance on a long-shot bet in a gambling activity. Thus, in the context of abortion, the psychological literature on decision-making is relevant. The risk might be perceived as the longer-term impact of having an abortion on one’s lifestyle, eg, having to put one’s career on hold due to having a child resulting from an unintended pregnancy.

Regret

Another factor that has been shown to influence decision-making is the negative emotion of regret. Regret can occur not only once decisions have been made and acted upon but also in advance of decision-making. The latter is termed “anticipated regret”, which involves trying to avoid experiencing regret as a consequence of the decision. This anticipated regret effect has been found in health settings ranging from organ donation decision-making to risk-taking in sexual behavior. For example, O’Carroll et al found that decisions to register as organ donors were more likely among non-donors who rated the extent to which they might later regret not becoming a donor relative to non-donors who were not asked about anticipated regret. Similarly, Bakker et al, using a longitudinal methodology, found that anticipated regret was positively associated with the actual use of condoms among university students. Thus, anticipated regret can influence actual health behaviors as well as decisions about future health behaviors, demonstrating its potential applicability to decisions about abortion.

The psychological literature also suggests that the wish to avoid experiencing regret can influence future decision-making. In the course of participants reading a scenario about parents deciding whether or not to have their child vaccinated, Reb and Connolly found that parents who collated relevant information and consulted expert sources were judged to experience less anticipated regret about their decision than those parents who made a quick decision. Reb and Connolly suggest that the greater deliberation afforded by collating information and consulting sources provides time to rationalize and justify the decision being made, which can ameliorate feelings of regret that might be experienced as a consequence of the decision.

Two factors have been found to influence the link between post-decisional regret and future decision-making: whether people acted or not in the decision-making situation and the extent to which the decision-making situation was perceived to be under their control. People report experiencing greater regret following both situations in which the outcome was precipitated by action rather than inaction and also those perceived to be under their control — ie, situational controllability. For example, Feldman and Albarracin found that observer participants reported greater regret among savers who had switched their investment to a higher-paying fund which subsequently did not yield as large a dividend as their original investment, as opposed to savers who stuck with the original investment fund. This “action effect” has been replicated several times with different stimuli. It is attributed to it being easier to imagine alternatives to actions rather than things that have not been done. Given the importance and emotionally-charged nature of abortion, decision-making could be influenced by situational controllability and considerations about whether to act or not act, resulting in differential feelings of regret that could permeate choices if similar situations are encountered in the future.

Consent

In healthcare, clinicians routinely build in time for patients to make decisions, with flexibility to tailor the length of time to the individual. The informed consent process may or may not overlap with decision-making; it ensures that a person is competent to make a particular decision, that there has been provision of relevant information and an opportunity for full discussion about it and that the decision is being freely made, without any pressure or coercion. For anyone whose decision is not certain, more time may be needed. Mandatory waiting periods generally start after seeing the clinician who is going to carry out the procedure for the first time. Essentially, they impose an extension of the consent process. Enforced waiting periods are inflexible, not tailored to individual needs and keep people waiting who do not need extra time. The potential and actual effects caused by mandatory waiting are dealt with under the headings below.

Abortion

Abortion is often perceived as a difficult solution to a disturbing problem; the pregnancy is not necessarily
Many women have rehearsed the scenario of a positive pregnancy test before it happens to them. Only a minority of women are unsure about their decision by the time they present to medical services. Such women can be supported, counseled and given more time, although decisions about abortion are always taken with the “ticking clock” of advancing gestation in mind.

Waiting periods in abortion laws are generally associated with paternalistic influence. They imply that the decision to have an abortion carries huge moral weight — while this may be true for some people, it is not the case for everyone. In the USA, they are one small part of concerted efforts by social conservatives to restrict access to abortion by multiple means. The declared paternalistic argument is that waiting periods help women to make more reasoned decisions about their unintended pregnancy or, to put it another way, to prevent women making “rash” decisions that they will later regret. However, a longitudinal study showed that only 1% of women regretted their abortion five years later; throughout follow-up, relief was the predominant emotion. What is often underplayed is that waiting periods create significant delays. Literature searching for this paper did not reveal any negative effects in countries that do not have waiting periods in their abortion laws and so have more rapid access.

Waiting periods for abortion are common only in Europe and the USA (see Table 1). There are none at all in Oceania. Early examples of use of this requirement are French Law No. 75–17 in 1975 and Italian Law No. 194 in 1978, largely modelled on the French law. The French 7-day waiting period was in place for 41 years. Law No. 18,987 of 2012 in Uruguay stipulates a 5-day waiting period, which 70% of women seeking abortion in that country find unnecessary. Such retrogressive requirements contravene World Health Organization Safe Abortion Guidelines and jeopardise compliance with international human rights standards (see below).

Between 1978 and 1981 — when it was struck down by the US Supreme Court — a restrictive ordinance on the delivery of abortion services in the City of Akron, Ohio operated, including a 24-hour waiting period. Similar laws passed at US State and local government levels have on occasions been declared unconstitutional. These collections of “informed consent” requirements were considered by the US Courts to impede the fundamental right of a woman to make the highly personal choice about whether or not to terminate a pregnancy. Since the Akron case, US courts have determined that “health regulations that have the purpose or effect of presenting a substantial obstacle to a woman seeking an abortion impose an undue burden”.

Fourteen US State abortion laws involve an extra trip to the facility with associated travel and expense — in some jurisdictions, a remote consultation by telephone or some other communication medium suffices. Waiting periods generally sit alongside biased counseling laws which are ethically problematic according to every account of informed consent. The strictest States insist that a physician does the counselling and some even that the selfsame physician performs the procedure. This creates complex logistical problems, particularly when physicians are coming to a facility from out of State.

In Europe, 18 jurisdictions have waiting periods built into their abortion laws (see Table 1). Ireland was the most recent country to follow this practice by including a 3-day waiting period in its Health (Regulation of Termination of Pregnancy) Act 2018.

Although Australia has never had waiting periods in abortion laws, there is clearly a strong wish in the country that it stays that way. The Victorian Law Reform Commission recommended that “any new abortion law should not contain a compulsory delay”. The South Australia Law Reform Institute concluded in its report on abortion that “the notion of waiting periods is inappropriate and objectionable”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jurisdictions in Which There are Mandatory Waiting Periods for Abortion (Times are in Days)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jersey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kosovo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latvia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montenegro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Macedonia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovakia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *Present in the abortion laws of 27 out of 50 States, waiting periods range from 18 to 72 hours – the commonest being 24 hours.
There is a wide array of evidence on the emotional harm and practical difficulties caused by waiting periods for abortion. In the early years of US abortion provision after Roe v. Wade, 70% of 332 women interviewed in Tennessee thought that the waiting period they were experiencing was not beneficial. The women in this survey reported that during the wait they suffered from nausea/vomiting and mental anguish, needed to lie/make excuses for their absence and incurred extra transport and childcare costs. A more recent study in Tennessee found also that enforced waiting creates general stress for the pregnant woman and those supporting her.65 Almost one third (31%) of women in Texas reported that the waiting period there had a negative effect on their emotional wellbeing.51 Reported practical difficulties created by waiting periods include: time off work with associated loss of income, time taken and logistics of traveling, childcare needed and loss of privacy for those keeping their abortion a secret.46,52,53 In a jurisdiction with a 24-hour waiting period, 40% of women could not in fact re-attend within a week or more.54 Low-income women tend to be impacted on all fronts to a greater extent than those who are better off.53–55

Waiting periods cause delays in accessing abortion;46 abortions at higher gestations have greater morbidity and mortality.57 Waiting periods can push women into the second trimester55 or beyond legal gestational limits for abortion, denying them legitimate healthcare and in some cases forcing them into unsafe abortion or to travel to another jurisdiction.59 Detailed studies from two US States illustrate these points. Mississippi introduced a waiting period of 24 hours in 1992; this was interpreted to mean that women must attend twice in person.60 The impact of this law was lower in-State abortion rates, more abortions performed in the second trimester and more out-of-State abortions to Mississippi residents.60–63 An evaluation of the introduction of the Tennessee 48-hour waiting period in 2015 showed an increase of the proportion of second-trimester abortions in residents, from 6.6% before to 9.4% afterwards.45

A majority of women in a study in Utah were certain of their decision to have an abortion when they presented for their abortion “information visit” and their certainty was resolute despite the information visit and a 72-hour waiting period.64 The small minority whose certainty changed were conflicted before the beginning of the information visit. Roberts et al concluded that individualized counseling for the minority who are conflicted when they first attend seems more appropriate than universal requirements that create unnecessary hardships for women, the vast majority of whom have made their decision by the time they present for abortion.

Forced waiting undermines women’s agency and autonomous decision-making ability. Cook et al believe that waiting periods stereotype women contemplating abortion as impetuous, emotional and unreflective about the implications of the choices they make for their health and family wellbeing.65 These scholars also consider that such mandatory components of abortion law contribute to women’s internalization of infantilizing sexist stereotypes such that they are not fully capable of making difficult moral decisions. Such effects run contrary to the prohibition of discrimination against women enshrined in international human rights law and standards. The Irish Council for Civil Liberties, for instance, found the 2018 abortion law in Ireland to be non-rights compliant.66

Sterilization

Mandatory waiting periods for sterilization are not as common as for abortion. Waiting for a sterilization is not quite as time-sensitive as for abortion but, as decisions are often made during pregnancy, there is still the ticking-clock element for some. There has been very little research done looking for adverse effects of waiting periods on those undergoing sterilization. There appear to be no surveys of people’s views on having a compulsory wait for the operation. The only adverse effects documented have been on women who are denied postpartum sterilization because of imposed waiting periods (see below).

When they are asked to look back, women who have undergone postpartum sterilization describe an iterative decision-making process running throughout their reproductive lives.67 Most participants in this study reported being 100% certain of their decision for sterilization in the second or third trimester of pregnancy.67

The subject of sterilization needs to be set in the context of historical and continuing coercion. These abuses have often targeted marginalized groups and there has been a pervasive bias towards sterilizing women.68 Waiting periods for those considering sterilization have generally been introduced with good intentions as part of a comprehensive package with an emphasis on best practice around consent. As with abortion, the informed consent process prior to sterilization is crucial. Although someone who is uncertain of their decision may need more time, insisting that all people have an extended
period between giving consent and undergoing the operation denies them prompt access to their chosen method of fertility control.

A few countries have felt it necessary to mandate a waiting period before people undergo sterilisation for the purpose of fertility control. The duration of these waiting periods is quite arbitrary. In Brazil since 1996, Law No. 9263 has regulated the practice of sterilization, stipulating a 60-day waiting period before the operation can be performed. This, together with a lower age limit of 25 years and two living children, was designed to minimize the chance of subsequent regret. France put a “precautionary” 4-month waiting period into its law when sterilization was legalized in 2001. In two countries, waiting periods were introduced in the wake of years of coercion. Peru set a 72-hour waiting requirement, brought in as part of a 1998 informed consent provision in guidelines introduced towards the end of the excesses of the Fujimori regime. In 2004, the Slovak Ministry of Health introduced a 72-hour waiting period following widespread targeting of Roma women for sterilization.

In the USA, as part of 1978 guidance designed to prevent coercion, Medicaid-funded female sterilization cannot be carried out until 30 days after consent has been taken. This waiting period has been shown to work against individual autonomy, by causing delays and obstructing access to care, and to be discriminatory when applied to marginalized groups. The 1978 guidance was written with the admirable intention of protecting marginalized groups from coerced sterilization but has been shown in practice to be a barrier to access to permanent fertility control for the very same groups. Low-income women have their desire for postpartum sterilization disproportionally impeded by the waiting period.

**Discussion**

The psychological literature tends to suggest that particular attention should be paid to those making decisions who are experiencing intense negative emotions such as fear or anger. This indicates that there may be special cases needing careful counseling. With respect to an unintended pregnancy, a woman being subjected to intimate partner violence or reproductive control might be more prone to making a decision under pressure and in haste. Nevertheless, her overwhelming priorities are going to be lack of support, her own safety and risks to a newborn child, should she choose to continue the pregnancy to term. With respect to sterilization, those involved in an active conflict in their relationship might do well to postpone a decision on sterilization.

A 5-year cumulative probability study showed that women who reported substantial conflict with their husbands/partners before sterilization were significantly more likely to seek reversal.

The psychological literature on counterfactual thinking indicates that the experience of previous abortions, with an element of regret in some cases, might modify subsequent behaviour. When thinking about pregnancy options, the choice that maximises a woman’s wellbeing, however, is not inevitably the choice that leaves her with no regrets. In practice it appears that women tend to treat pregnancies as unique life events. A previous abortion demystifies the process but does not appear to play a significant role in decision-making.

The work of Reb and Connolly hints at anticipated regret—and arguably actual, experienced regret—possibly being reduced when people have greater time to make a decision. However, it must be borne in mind that Reb and Connolly examined participants’ perceptions of other people’s decision-making rather than their own decision-making, which limits the generalisability of the findings. Moreover, the “child vaccination decision” scenario Reb and Connolly used differed in terms of whether or not topic-relevant information was acquired by the depicted parents rather than the amount of time available to them to make their decision. Thus, further research that examines the effect of the passage of time on the role of anticipated— and actual — regret in people’s own decision-making is required to explore whether Reb and Connolly’s findings apply beyond scenario-reading research tasks to major life decisions like abortion.

Psychological studies about the regret people experience from comparing alternative courses of action may, however, speak more directly to the impact of the passage of time on decision-making about abortion. Moreover, in light of research into “counterfactual thinking”, — ie, mentally generating alternative, competing scenarios of the decision outcome — on balance, it is likely that the presence of waiting periods in sexual and reproductive health (SRH) will have a detrimental impact on the emotional wellbeing of those concerned which in turn may influence their decision-making. That is, having an extended period of time to possibly change their mind about their decision to have an abortion by thinking counterfactually about their situation may result in people having negative feelings such as anxiety at the prospect of making a decision that might be regretted in the long-run. In sum, it seems prudent to put greater emphasis on the impact of waiting periods on
people’s emotional functioning rather than focus overly on the supposed benefit of having longer for their decision-making and their wider cognitive functioning.\textsuperscript{47} Having extended time to consider how much regret one might feel as a consequence of the decision one is faced with may make a person revisit a stable decision.

Waiting periods have been used sporadically in abortion laws/policies and to a lesser extent for sterilization. Originally, those drafting abortion laws may have been cautious due to lack of experience of such laws in action. We surmise that more recent inclusions of waiting periods may be linked to a general upsurge in anti-genderist feeling among religious fundamentalists. However, changes to a more secular society in Ireland are an exception to this trend. Waiting periods fundamentally disrespect and interfere with reproductive autonomy. They shame women as unreliable decision-makers about their own fertility.\textsuperscript{88} According to a US federal appeals court judgment, waiting period laws contradict the basic notion that “women, like all humans, are intellectual creatures with the ability to reason, consider, ponder and challenge their own ideas”.\textsuperscript{89}

In contrast to financial cooling-off periods which can protect people from losing money, mandatory waiting periods in healthcare do not have health advantages. There is nothing to support the concept of blanket waiting periods between obtaining consent and the procedure for either abortion or sterilization. Such legislation applies an impersonal negative stereotype on women’s decision-making capacity. Clinicians are well-versed in treating their patients as individuals and judging when more time is needed for decision-making.\textsuperscript{90} Displacing them from exercising their judgment interferes with their ability to balance the need for deliberation and the time pressure of increasing gestation, when this applies. Fixed waiting times, by definition, result in delays to access, which in the context of abortion has particularly serious implications. Women who have made their decision want their abortion procedure as soon as possible; they find it distressing to be kept waiting.\textsuperscript{12,91,92} Adding to existing causes of delay\textsuperscript{93} is unhelpful and can be harmful. Waiting periods disproportionately affect low-income women in jurisdictions that do not have a national health service or a universal benefits system.\textsuperscript{94} Waiting periods have also been shown to fragment delivery of abortion care.\textsuperscript{95}

Waiting periods in SRH contravene international human rights law which stipulates that States must remove, and refrain from enacting, laws and policies that create barriers in access to SRH services. The Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW) has specifically mentioned in its Country Reports on Slovakia, Hungary and Russia that waiting period requirements should be removed.\textsuperscript{59} The Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights recommends in its General Comment No. 22,\textsuperscript{96} at paragraph 41, that laws and policies which act as barriers to access to SRH, such as waiting periods, should be repealed or States should refrain from enacting them in the first place. They are also universally unpopular with women undergoing abortion.\textsuperscript{39,46,50-53}

Concern about the validity of consent for sterilization is best addressed by ensuring that there are adequate, protective clinical guidelines in place rather than through rigid legislation. Concerns about shorter intervals between consent and sterilization are largely misplaced. Regret is mainly associated with timing procedures at younger ages or close to a pregnancy.\textsuperscript{97} Only one study has ever shown an association between shorter consent-procedure interval and regret.\textsuperscript{98} In this Danish study, the median interval was one month in those who regretted their decision compared to three months in those who did not.\textsuperscript{98} The range of waiting times extended to 25 months, so this association is more to do with how long the study participants sat on a waiting list for their sterilization than being operated upon before they had had time to make their decision.

Also, it can be reasonably argued that the truly autonomous\textsuperscript{29} person ought to be permitted to make a decision that they might later regret, provided of course that the consent is valid.\textsuperscript{99} There is no reason to think that priority should be given to a person’s possible future wishes over and above their present wishes.

Countries making laws and policies in the area of SRH should take care with their drafting but also look at the evidence for the possible consequences of the individual clauses. States that have introduced such conditions should review them and the effects they are having on the quality of healthcare. In 2015, Catherine Coutelle, a deputy in the French National Assembly, proposed an amendment to the law, calling the waiting period “infantilizing and stigmatizing”.\textsuperscript{100} As a result, the waiting period requirement for abortion was removed in 2016. The stipulation that Ireland’s Health (Regulation of Termination of Pregnancy) Act 2018 be reviewed at the 3-year mark\textsuperscript{101} provides a window of opportunity to remedy adverse effects relating to access\textsuperscript{102} and to repeal section 12(3). Policymakers and politicians in all other countries that have waiting periods in SRH regulation should review relevant laws and policies.
and bring them into line with scientific and ethical evidence and international human rights law.
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